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Films About Aviation

Films about aviation are shot not only in military and heroic genres Very popular in their time were several parts of the comedy
film 'Hotheads' about American pilots.. Despite the seriousness of the subject, almost every step of the heroes was accompanied
by extravagant and absurd plot twists and traditional jokes 'below the belt' for American comedy.. We have collected in this
section the best films about airplanes, aviation and pilots in good quality.. Each work is an amazing and exciting movie, capable
of capturing the public from the first minutes to the final credits.. For example, the action movie 'Knights of Heaven' It is based
on a fairly simple plot, but how beautifully it is submitted! The picture is amazingly beautiful, spectacular and realistic.

The picture of an air attack amazes imagination and makes you look at the screen.. It is about this plane tells the movie 'Stealth'
- where a computerized invisible aircraft after a lightning strike realized itself as a person and began to quickly learn.. Also
lovers of war dramas will be able to enjoy the dizzying feats of the Ases of the Second World War.. TOP 15 Foreign military
films about pilots and aviation! Rating the best military films about the pilots list: Firebirds Stealth Sky captain and the world of
the future First light Knights of the sky Beauty of Memphis Red Baron Best shooter Pilots from Tuskegee Unshaken Torah!
Hotheads 1,2 Squadron 'Lafayette' Aviator Black hawk Pearl Harbor See all the selections of military films in the playlist
MILITARY: Subscribe to the selection of the best films: Social networks: Subscribe to the selections VKontakte Military films
about the pilots Fair use.. An example is the fantastic film 'Green Lantern', where the hero is a test pilot, and then becomes the
protector of the Earth.. An experienced pilot managed to land a ship and save dozens of people. It tells about the strong true
male friendship of two pilots The intrigue twists around the kidnapping from the international exhibition of the French fighter
Mirage 2000.. As a result, against one of the fellow pilots, the leadership is making false accusations and is putting it on the
blacklist.
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In another no less interesting movie, 'Crew', the main events unfolded on board a passenger airliner, which, due to breakage,
promised a wreck.. To lure the audience into the cinema, the most incredible stories and turns are coming up.. One of the most
beautiful examples of a heroic and patriotic movie about aviation can be called the creation of Leonid Bykov 'Only Old Men
Are Going to Battle.. At the end of the plot, the intelligent machine became so human that it sacrificed its life to save two
people.. And then two friends undertake to investigate all the circumstances of the abduction, in order to uncover the traitor..
Throughout history, a person has constantly sought to the sky Today, getting on a plane and going anywhere in the world has
become a common thing for people, a necessity in everyday life.. Filed Under: Aviation Aviation Films That is one of the
awesome things about aviation; it truly bridges all age, race, and gender gaps.. This can explain the high moral qualities, physical
and psychological preparation of the character.. In Hollywood there is not so moving movie about aviation, but enough worthy
creations of different genres, in which this topic is affected.. It is a pity that the film ends with the death of almost all the main
characters.

films aviation civile

Films and serials about aviation and pilots Heroism and courage - so you can characterize the behavior of participants in various
subjects related to aircraft and sky.. Cinema about aviation is a broad and fruitful topic Airplanes, military technology and the
foresight of the future give writers an unlimited space for creativity.. The Aviators of Hudson Strait All the actions of the works
presented on this list are directly related to the air forces, aircraft and pilots.. Subjects of films are also very diverse The
selective and whimsical moviegoer, for certain will find in the given selection a worthy masterpiece.. What is even worth a
single film, 'Pearl Harbor', in which Japanese aircraft are smashing most of the American fleet in the Hawaiian Islands.. A
moviegoers eager to laugh, expect incomparable comedies, where funny cases occur on board iron birds.
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films aviation gratuit

' It deals with military pilots of the Second World War who, on light aircraft, fighter planes guarded the native sky.. ►
Documentary films about aviation accidents or incidents (1 C, 11 P) Air Force, Incorporated.. Heroes of the paintings are
famous pilots who conquered the blue skies, stewardesses, caught in the center of rapidly developing events, ordinary people
who witnessed emergencies.. © 2011 - 2014 All rights reserved KinoBaza, kinoclassification, lists of films.. Use of site
materials is allowed only if there is an active link to the source All rights to pictures and texts belong to their authors.. The plot
contains many side lines: both love, and overcoming fear, and recklessness.. Sometimes films with aviation are crossed only
indirectly: as a kind of occupation of the main character, the profession of the pilot is chosen.. If you look at all the parts in a
row, you get a stupid comedy series about aviation.. Many of them can be viewed films about aviation online consider colorful
pictures and even communicate with like-minded people.. There are also examples of cinema about aviation, which deal with
the progress of technology and the creation of unmanned aerial vehicles with a high degree of independence, often even with a
claim to artificial intelligence.. Here you can find movies - catastrophes, which tell of the terrible wreckage Militants, where the
main characters have to save the presidents of the United States of America, or ordinary passengers caught in hostages of
dangerous terrorists.. Enough volume, because it includes any interesting, spectacular bands in which there are steel birds.. The
resource does not provide electronic versions of works, but only collects and catalogs the links sent and published on the forum
by our readers.. Perhaps those who like to watch old and new films about aviation are not enough in the life of adrenaline and
thrill, but there is a hidden craving to fly behind the clouds at the helm of the aircraft.. If you are the copyright owner of any
submitted material and do not want the link to it to be in our catalog, contact us and we will immediately remove it. e10c415e6f 
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